Hemodynamic Changes in Coronary Artery after Stent Implantation Based on Patient-specific Model
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Abstract—Intravascular stents are tubular structures placed into stenotic artery to expand the inside passage and improve blood flow. The mechanical factors affect the restenosis after stenting and image-based simulation has become a popular tool for acquiring information. The aim of this study was to demonstrate quantitatively and qualitatively the hemodynamic changes in coronary artery after stent implantation based on patient medical image data using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). One patient with coronary artery stenosis before and after stent implantation were included. Based on the CT data, three-dimensional model of pre- and post-stenting models were built. Commercial software Adina8.7 was used for CFD simulation. After stenting, the simulation shows a reduction of wall pressure and wall shear stress and a more equal flow through arteries after stenting. CFD is a noninvasive tool to demonstrate changes of flow rate and flow pattern caused by stent implantation. The effect and possible complications of a stent implantation can be visualized.

Index Terms—Hemodynamics, stent intervention, numerical simulation, coronary artery disease

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays stent placement becomes a common interventional procedure for treatment of coronary artery disease and its clinical outcome was better when compared to standard angioplasty [1]. Intravascular stent, which is a small tubular structure, may be driven and expanded inside passage and improve blood flow [2]. However, a process called in-stent restenosis limits the clinical success of coronary stent implantation. It is know that in-stent restenosis is caused by neointimal hyperplasia. The process of neointimal hyperplasia consists of various phases, which includes an inflammatory phase, a granulation or cellular proliferation phase, and a phase of remodeling involving extracellular matrix protein synthesis [3]. The neotimal hyperplasia is affected by mechanical factors, such as wall strain distribution and blood flow induced wall shear stress [4] and local arterial wall stress [5].

It is difficult to perform the deployment of a stent deployed within a coronary artery and the experimental evaluation is expensive. As a result, computational numerical methods have become as powerful and indispensable method to understand the mechanical behavior of stent implantation. Recently, there has been more and more endeavor to study angioplasty and stenting procedures by means of computational structural analyses [6]-[10]. These studies aim at predicting and calculating the wall stress state generated after a coronary intervention and investigate the role of mechanical factors on the occurrence of restenosis after stenting. Simplified approaches have improved the understanding of the structural properties of coronary stents. However, there is a need to investigate the performance of stent within realistic models of stenosed arteries. There are only a few studies that have utilized patient-specific derived arterial geometries in the structural analysis of stent deployment [11], [12], [13]. The methodology using patient-specific artery model has the potential to provide a scientific basis for optimizing stenting treatment procedures.

Furthermore, coronary arteries are subjected to complex deformation in the cardiac cycle and stents after implantation have permanent plastic deformation at sites where continuous stress occurs, and even have the possibility of inducing fatigue damage, and sometimes fracture [14], [15]. Stent fracture has also been reported in case studies [16], [17], while a broader study showed a stent fracture rate of 24.5% in peripheral arteries at a mean follow up of 10 months [18]. Especially, stenting of bifurcating lesions carries considerably higher risks.

In this work we will demonstrate quantitatively and qualitatively the hemodynamic changes in coronary artery after stent implantation based on patient medical image data using computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
II. METHODS

A. Acquisition of Patient Data

A patient with coronary artery stenosis was involved in this study. The patient was 68 years old male, presented with unstable angina. Coronary angiography revealed luminal obstruction in the middle second of the left anterior descending. The patient was medicated with clopidogrel 300 mg and acetylsalicylic acid 200 mg on the day the angiography was carried out. On the following day, he underwent the implantation of a Cypher Select™ stent (Cordis Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ, USA) and the right femoral artery (RFA) was the access via used. The patient underwent 64-slice CT-scanning both prior to the intervention and after the implantation to obtain CT images data. These data served as an input to generate a 3D geometry models of pre- interventional and post-interventional coronary artery.

B. Geometric Model Reconstruction

The construction process of patient specific model involves the following three major steps: (1) non-invasive image acquisition, (2) imaging process, and (3) three-dimensional reconstruction to form voxel-based volumetric image representation. Original DICOM data (digital imaging and communication in medicine) pre- and post-stenting was transferred to a workstation equipped with Mimics V10.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) for generation of three dimensional (3D) reconstructed images. Mimics software is a widely-used software in the field of 3D reconstruction. Based on the parameters in the header of images file, Mimics groups the data into sequence. After the raw images of coronary artery were read by Mimics, the operators determined the orientations. Mimics divide the screen into three views: the original axial view of the image, and resliced data making up the coronal and sagittal views. Segmentation of data was performed involving thresholding, region growing, and object creation and separation. The built in gray threshold was used to select coronary to form different mask layers; use "image edit" feature to "add" and "erase" image boundary to increase the precision of the reconstructed image. Also, region growth feature was used to break up the image to obtain more precise coronary voxel. Finally, Mimics 3D calculation feature was used to build up the coronary model (Fig. 1(a)). After segmentation, 3D models were created using the module of 3D calculation from selected mask which is available in the Mimics software package, and the 3D surface were exported in STL (stereo lithography), a common format for computed-aided design.

C. Generation of Mesh Models

STL files for pre- and post-stenting models were imported into ADINA 8.7 (ADINA R & D, Inc., USA). ADINA creates the necessary points, body edges and faces that can be used to define finite element meshes and also loads and boundary conditions. The pre- and post-stenting models were generated by tetrahedral volume meshes using ADINA-F. Fig. 1(b)(c) shows the mesh model for pre- and post-stenting model. The pre- and post-stenting models were composed of 39,925 and 94,139 elements, respectively.

D. CFD Simulations

Average physiological hemodynamic conditions with steady flow have been considered for the 3D numerical simulations. The blood was assumed to behave as a Newtonian fluid. The viscosity was set to 0.0035 Pa s and the density to 1060 kg/m3, corresponding to the standard values cited in the literature [19].

Given these assumptions, the fluid dynamics of the system are fully governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, which provide a differential expression of the mass and momentum conservation laws. The reference value 0.2 m/s [20] of the flow velocity was applied at the inlet for both models. The flow was assumed to be incompressible and laminar. A zero traction force outlet boundary condition was applied to both outlets. The ADINA 8.7 is used to numerically simulate the blood flow in pre- and post-stenting coronary models.

III. RESULTS

Hemodynamic analysis was successfully performed in both pre- and post-stenting models. Flow pattern, wall
pressure, and wall shear stress before and after stent implantation were visualized and compared.

A. Flow Pattern

The flow rate in pre- and post-stenting models was measured. The maximum flow rate before stent implantation was 2.938 m/s. After stent implantation, the maximums flow rate decreased to 1.602 m/s.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the flow pattern in pre- and post-stenting coronary artery model. In the pre-stenting model, the flow pattern showed areas of high velocity in the stenosis near the bifurcation and low velocity in the region of inlet, which is the greatest diameter of coronary artery. There are small eddies are visible at the bifurcation behind the stenosis. In the post-stenting model, the velocity is decreased while it is higher inside the stent wire to the smaller diameter. There are eddies appeared between the stent wires.

B. Pressure

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the pressure distribution in pre- and post-stenting models. In the pre-stenting model, the areas of high pressure were situated before the stenosis. The pressure dropped significantly at the stenosis. At the area of bifurcation, the pressure is elevated a little. In the post-stenting model, the pressure is much lower compared with pre-stenting model. Inside the stent, it dropped smoothly before the bifurcation.

C. Wall Shear Stress

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the wall shear stress in pre- and post-stenting models. The areas of high wall shear stress are similar to the high velocity. In the pre-stenting model, the area of highest wall shear stress is situated in the stenosis. In the post-stenting model, the areas of high wall shear stress are inside the stent wire. The maximum shear stress is decreased in the pre-stenting model than in the post-stenting model.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Stent implantation is a minimally invasive procedure for treatment of coronary artery stenosis. This study
investigates the hemodynamic changes of stent implantation based on patient specific pre- and post-stenting models.

Construction of patient specific model often starts form the acquisition of anatomic data from an appropriate medical imaging modality. The CT images are integrated using 2D segmentation and 3D region growth. Through three-dimensional anatomic view, meaningful images are extracted from the volumetric image data. These three-dimensional images lead to the generation of anatomic modeling. We obtained the coronary artery CT images from patient both before and after stenting. After the 3D entity reconstruction of the coronary blood, we successfully get the model of pre- and post-stenting coronary.

The quantitative results of CFD simulation in pre- and post-stenting models show a more equal blood flow volume through the coronary artery and a smoother flow pattern. The reason for this is the new geometry after stent implantation. And the reductions of pressure and wall shear stress were found in the post-stenting model. As discussed in more detail by Moore et al. [21] wall shear stress variations are considered significant only if they would lead to different conclusions regarding the links between hemodynamics and coronary artery disease. Recent histological studies show that eccentric intimal thickening occurs predominantly along the inner wall of the coronary artery proximal region and may be attributable to a combination of low wall shear stress. The new geometry produced alternating regions of low wall shear stress on post-stenting model, which could be important in the localization of atherogenesis for restenosis.

We were able to demonstrate quantitative and qualitative hemodynamic changes after stent-graft implantation in patient specific model using CFD simulation. Future analyses will address the effects of fluid structure interaction between blood flow and coronary artery wall for stent implantation.
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